Global and Local Partitioning of the Charge Transferred in the Parr-Pearson Model.
Through a simple proposal, the charge transfer obtained from the cornerstone theory of Parr and Pearson is partitioned, for each reactant, in two channels: an electrophilic, through which the species accepts electrons, and the other, a nucleophilic, where the species donates electrons. It is shown that this global model allows us to determine unambiguously the charge-transfer mechanism prevailing in a given reaction. The partitioning is extended to include local effects through the Fukui functions of the reactants. This local model is applied to several emblematic reactions in organic and inorganic chemistry, and we show that besides improving the correlations obtained with the global model it provides valuable information concerning the atoms in the reactants playing the most important roles in the reaction and thus improving our understanding of the reaction under study.